
Is there any justice in my country, (Pakistan)? 

 

 
 

 

Kalash, 26 Aug 10.  Is there any justice in my country, may highlight those corruption 

and personal revenge taking place frequently. Recently a forest guard in Rukmu 

valley Mr. Aman has proven it. A local resident Mr. Shazad told 'The Kalasha Times' 

that he was taking woods for his personal construction purpose on the way the forest 

guard has stop and cessed the jeep along the woods. When asked Mr. Shazad why he 

has done it? He told that ' Mr. Aman has taken personal revenge of his brother' there 

was a conflict between his brother and the forest guard. Why anyone of the forest 

department is not taking action against the timber mafias in the region. How can they? 

From lower to top everyone is involved in destruction of forest isn't it? The 

honourable minister for forest in KPK is doing personal business in Kalash valley. He 

along his partners being destroying forest in 'Ac'ugha valley' they have almost 

vanished the beautiful forest of cedar tress, in the name of 'marking' government is 

giving forest to contractors where the actual beneficiary hardly get 30% of total 

amount. The government forest department is taking 60% and remaining 10% is taken 

away by the local representatives.  

 

In 2009 I was coming to Mumuret from Rukmu at 'Checkpoint' Dubaz I was waiting 

for a car. Here some police forces were also present. But what makes me wonder is 

the 'Hawalder' a senior police officer caught some of his senior colleagues while 

taking local wine called' Tara'. But he didn’t take any action against them. He ceased 

the car and put FIR against the driver. Why he didn't FIR against the officers who 

were taking the wine for drinking? Did justice is only for government officers? Why 

people hate forces? All these bombing and problems creating in day to day life are 

taking place, because of inequalities and in justice. Isn't it?  My humble request to all 

concerns to be sincere with our country to progress in near future, otherwise we will 

tackle with more difficulties. All of you have witness the devastating flood of 2010 

consequence and earthquake hit areas of 2005. All these are lesson for us. W e should 

learn some thing and avoid doing blunders in future.  

 

 

 

People loading timbers in Rukmu after the devastating flood 2010 
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